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ROTC Headed
For Showdown

Alcohol Poli cy Set
$25 Fine For Sneaking
Into Camp us Parties
By Chris Iannini
CONTRIBUTING WRITEB
The new alcohol policy, including changes to both all-campus and
residence hall partying and a $25
fine for sneaking into parties, is
finally here.
The new policy is more of a
"party policy" than an alcohol policy, according to Stu-A Vice-President Dan Spurgin.
Due to alcohol related incidents
at Thomas College, faculty and
parental complaints, and concerns
about the college's liability, Stu-A,
in conjunction with the President's
Council, adopted the new policy
October 11.
Spurgin explained that the new
policy is divided injto three parts.
The first change involves large
parties,such as those in the Student

Center or Heights,where there will
be increased security at "party access points,"kegswill be untapped
onehour before theend of the party,
and colored wrist-bands will be
given to all participants who are
over 21.
Spurgin said that in the near
future, issuing a different colored
wrist-band to minors willbetested.
The second part of the proposal
involves spontaneous parties.
Originally, the college sought a
policy that required the signature
of a 21-year-old personfor all spontaneous party forms. Stu-A modified that policy request proposing
that any student can sign a form for
a spontaneous party without a keg,
but someone 21 or older must sign
a form for a party with a keg. If
students do not have the signature
of a 21-year-old, the keg will be
continued on page 6

Dave forgansen

By Lawrence Rocca
NEWS EDITOR

Reserve Officer Training Corps
(ROTC) has been AWOL from
Colby for almost 20 years.
Now, some people miss it and
want it back.
Dave Jorgensen and the Colby
Military AffairsClub (CMAC) think
it is time.Colby takes steps to bring
ROTC back, and Jorgensen says
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student opinion mirrors that sentiment.
But, Professors Ira Sadoff and
Roger Bowen don't think it will ever
be appropriate for a liberal arts
college to introduce a branch of the
military as a part of its curriculum.
"I can't imagine my colleagues
voting to reinstate it," said Bowen.
Both Sadoff and Roger Bowen
distinguished themselves in the
liberal vein through, among other
things,their activeprotesting of CIA
recruitment on campus in past
years. Sadoff taught at Hobart &
William Smith College from 196871. While he was there, he was active in a successful effort to oust
ROTC from the upstate New York
campus.
Jorgensen is the president of
CMAC,a student club with approximately 20 members,some of whom
are involved in ROTC and related
programs through other colleges.
"As soon as we start making
some noise," Jorgensen said. 'Til
~rf ~i < r f i l , i v
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expect a few silkworms (chinese
anti-ship missiles] over the bow."
ROTC was last offered at Colby
in the early 1970's when the program was forced off campus by
Vietnam War protesting that included an incident of fire bombing,
according to Jorgensen
The CMAC was formed in late
Spring last year because "therewere
people on campus involved in the
military and they had no way of
getting together and letting other
Colby students know what the
military has to offer," said Jorgensen, who participates in a Marine officer training program.
But, Jorgensen, Vice President
Chris Wyman '91, Treasurer Ted
Lambrecht '91 (Air Force),and the
rest of CMAC,which is still looking
for a faculty adviser, has decided to
takeanactiveroleinprovidingmore
than just information.
Jorgensen is the hall president
of Sturtevant and when the issue of
ROTC on campus was brought up
at the President's Council meeting
of Wednesday, September 13. he
volunteered to head a study committee that would solicit student
opinion on the subject and then
make proposals to Stu-A accordingly.
Of the 720 students recently
polledby theCMAC, 718expressed
an opinion on question No. 1.98.47%
said that the Colby Service Medal
should be offered to students and
alums who served in Korea and
Vietnam (see related story on p. 7)
with 1.53% saying no. Question No.
2 resulted in a similar affirmative
landslide with 81.53% voting yes to
allowing ROTC to set up on campus with 18.47% saying no.
Some people, including Sadoff ,
have questioned the scientific legitimacy of the survey because there
was no way of preventing someone
from voting more than once.
Sadoff lamented the fact that
there was not a forum or educational effort madebefore thesurvey
was conducted, but also made it
clear that he feels that the results
will effect no real change at Colby.
"It seems to me that people
should be educated before a referendum takes place,"said Sadoff. "I
think it's beyond their [Stu-A] authority anyway. It is not a decision
to be made by Stu-A or a lobbying
group. It is the faculty's job to. decide the college's curriculum."
"I don't think Universities and
Colleges are in the business of
educating people for the military,"
said Bowen. "If you want it , go
somewhere else. Why is it Colby's
job? It makes no sense to me."
Bowen added that if a student
rea lly wan t ed ROTC, there arc
programs at UMO. At least one
Colby student, Marc Duchette '90,
con ti nued on page 7

campus to buy
their cigarettes
following an administrative
agreement to
remove all cigarette vending
machines from
campus,according to Administrative VicePresident Stan
Nicholson.
John and Peter Joseph, former managersof
the old Colby
Pub and the current suppliers
and operators of
all vending machines on cam\j liPj ipto by Sarri Salman pus, agreed to
remove all cigarette dispensers
by theend of this
month and, in
By Janet Boudreau
return the college agreed to extend
MANAGING EDITOR
the pairs' working agreement with
the college for a another year.
and Meredith Hart
Nicholson said he was receiving
CONTRIBUTING WRITES
"repeated indications that people
Smokers will sooithavetogooff don't want to be associated with

Butts Banned

indirect inhaling of cigarette
smoke."
Colby was relaying contradictory messagesto thecommunity by
giving an honorary degree two
years ago to Surgeon General C.
Everett Koop and allowing dgarettes to be purchased on campus,
according to Nicholson.
"I still smoke,unfortunately,aad
it would be an inconvenience, but I
think I can understand it," said
History Department Chairperson
Richard Moss. "It strikes me as
something that they (the Administration) probably should do. It
doesn't seem like that much of an
inhibition."
_ . But some students disagree.
"I ' am inexplicably furious,"
Martha Walsh '90 said. "I don't
know how this decision was made,
but it's the students who buy cigarettes and I feel we should havelad
some say. Our freedom of choice
has been unquestionably restricted."
Moss added, however, that
"There is no doubt that cigarettes
are killers. We know that as fully as
we know any other fact. It really is
just anunhealthything to do. Ciga' • ' * '"* continued on page 7

Women's Studies I$ €0mi0^P n

New Minor Attractsi Studen isiy
By Amy Havel
STAFF WRITER

the area of his or her major.
Since there are no full-time
Women'sStudies faculty positions,
professors from various departments work together to build the
program. The departments not
ajready. represented are the "ex-

i

ceptions," according to Campbell,
because of the wide spectrum of
the topics within the subject. As
the program continues to grow,
Campbell thinks that even more
faculty members : will volunteer
their area of expertiseD

Once an independent concentration, Women's studies became
an pfficiaL minor last :spring>.and
has since grown to include 11
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students in the program. Although
the program itself has not changed
much with this new title, the visiCompact Discs
Audi o Equipment
bility of this.area of study has inRecord s
Cassettes
creased considerably.
The addition of this minor is in
fact part of a nationwide trend,
according to Director of Women's
Studies and Religion Professor
Debra Campbell.
¦ ¦
¦!
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"Throughout the country, re35 East
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BRUCE ENGLER , Prop.
On The Concourse
forms in the curriculum are being
(207)873-1166
Waterville , ME 04901
made to include the studies of
gender, race and class," she said.
"Colby's program is growing at its
own pace, with great response."
Unlike some ©titer schools, the
adoption of this course of study
was not met with any opposition,
according to Campbell. Overall,
the "independent concentrations"
that were changed to minors this
year have been met with a lot of
interest, especially from students
finishing up their original majors.
Jennifer Milsop '89, an American Studies major, added the
A COLLEGE SEASON PASSis the
Women's Studies minor this fall,
after spending her junior year in
best ski deal around. Only $275 if
New York City.
purchased before 10/2/89; $300 if
"From the time you are very
young, you learn and see things
purchased before 11/1/89, for afuII
from a male perspective,"shesaid.
season of skiing. College students
"With these courses,you can begin
to redefine things from a new perr0 ffj and faculty members only! A current
m/f j I
spective."
In addition, Milsop found that ittMf/VlflT' college I.D. must be presented at
due to the broad base of the minor, l+t il(il*f time of purchase.
"students [of Women'sStudies]are
not labelled radicals," w hich has
Sg
Studen t Activities Office
been the reaction at some schools. ivP ^ .
To complet e a Women 's Studies minor at Colby, students need
to complete 24 credit hours in at
least two departments, suc h as
history, English/ sociology, and _ _L^5 ^**y-i_ Carrabassett Valley ,Maine 0494 7 A \^m %V
_________
Telephone 207/237-200O
American studies, depending on ¦ESSLSNfi
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Pre sident 's Council
Review
Once again, a large portion of the discussion of last week's
President's Council was directed towards the future of The
Review
, Colby's non-partisan liberal arts journal. The concern
lies within the funding of the magazine. The Stu-A budget is
not large enough to justify accommodating two literary
publications,T/„Review and ThePequcd,that seem to beserving .
similar literary purposes. ,
Several members of TheReviewstaff were present to defend
_ the magazine. Laura Senier, The Review's senior editor, was
allowed to present her argument to the board. There was
heated debate amongst the presidents,-but the inclination
seemed to be to preserve the future of The Review. Although
this wasthegeneralconsent,anagreementcouldnotbereached.
The President's Council was hopingto reach an agreement last
night at their latest meeting. (K.E.)

Funn y Money
The profit from CasinoNight was stolen from the Mary Low
President's office the weekend of the September 23rd. President Chris Malcomb discovered that the money was missing
from its metal box. Safety and security was notified as well as
the Waterville Police Dept.. The money was secretly returned
the following day. There was no sign of forced entry. The
investigation led to the discovery that many of the rooms in the
basement of Mary Low and Coburn are still on the 499 room
key system. Building and grounds say that the new locks are
. t on back order and will be changed as soon as they are obtained.
:
\.| The investigation is still in progress. (K.E.)

Road Tri psTake Serious Turn
Despite the huge number of students who wereon the road
during fall break,the Echo could confirm only two car accidents where Colby students were involved.
The first incident occurred on Friday,October 6, at 4:45 in
the afternoon. David Higgins and Shannon Johnson were on
their way to Connecticut when they swerved off 1-95 near
Farmingdaleand rolled the 1983Subaru they weredriving. The
car was totalled but both students escaped with only minor injuries. They Were both wearing seat belts.
OnSaturdayeveningataround9:00P.M v twoColby women,
Kelly Evans and were passengers in a car with five. The driver
lost control, the car flipped three times and finally landed in a
corn field . Though a Colgate student was thrown, sustaining a
broken pelvis and a collapsed lung,the others were able to walk
away with "bruises, sore backs, and chipped teeth." Alcohol
was not reported to be a participant in either accident. (J.T.)

Lubec Han ging
Tou gh
Colby's program in Lubec, Germany, is currently trying to
attract more students to participate in next semester's trip. It is
an "off year,"according to director of the program, Rei nh ard
Andess,and he encourages students to take advantage of this
"good opportunity." Although he he was pleased that 7 out of
21 f irs t semester German stu dent s have app lied, he hopes that
the administration will "see it in that light/' and not decide to
close this year's trip. Although Andess hassent applications to
school similar to*Qolby, he hopes that Colby students will take
the German 125 during Jan Plan and continue their study by
going to Lubec in the spring. (L.W.)
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continued on following page

Dedicated Vendor Sets Up
Shop In The Student Center

dent center.SheisColby's mostdedicated student center vendor,selling
imported and handmade items such
as gloves, sweaters, belts, and earringsfrom exotic places like Bolivia,
Pakistan, and Equador.
McGovern, of Garland, Maine,
has been vending in the Student
Center for two years and believes
she has developed a rapport and
mutual feeling of trust with Colby
students - the kind of trust that allows students to run to the bathroom wearing her sweaters to look
in the mirror.
But. she has been stolen from at
Colby and other places. Her worst
robbery occurred at Farmington,and
as a result, she is more careful when
she is there.
Despite such instances,however,
she loves talking to. students and
seeing her regular customers each
day. She tells'potential buyers if a
color does not suit him or her, for
photoby Boo Lion example, and she suggests alternatives. McGovern hesitates to really
AnnM. McGovern tending her store.- in thestudent centerlobby.
push her customers,believing that
McGo*verhat one time or another. "the merchandiseshould sellitself."
Krista Stein
It is almost impossible to miss her
CONTREBUTIKG WRITER
Her best seller is a little box of
brightly colored display splashed "worry dolls" from Guatemala,
We have all seen Ann M- against the stark walls of the stu- which, according to legend, helps
alleviate their owner's worries.
Gloves are also in demand at this
time of year,and belts areespecially
popular with Colby students. Although Colby students account for a
good portion of her business, she
says she does equally well at other
By Hal Paul
'. -CT^j 'w^yjaft
schools and at outdoor fairs.
j
When importing items, she first
_
al__i«*
asks
herself, "Will a college kid pay
If ypu met m
last weekendwho attended Colbyin 1966,
for this?".
heofshemayhaLVemendoniklto^
But in the end, it's guess work.
Homecomingfestivities;the HpHiecornijig Queen.
"You never know what is going
Rather that!_andinga*t»und thebacks!ofcars" diinkingbeer during
'
to
sell,"
McGovern said. "It's really
half time, the crowning of the .Homecoming Queen was the major
attraction. Inaft October 2t,1966edition of the tcka,the Homecoming unpredictable."
Her low prices are made posPageant was front page news.
Eleven wornen were entered in the pageant, ten of whom were sible, she contends,by the fact that
sponsored by separate -fraternities and one who entered as an inde- she has no overhead, which would
pendent. Next to the pictures of all contestants was a short character add extra costs.
McGovern works Wednesdays,
portrait, and it 3s unlikely that any such ^comments would be acceptThursdays, and Fridays, travelling
abletoday
According to the author, Buzsy Files,one contestant "belongs to to Colby and the Maine universities
the Gtee Qub and likes sports, Hondas, and sewing,"while another, at Orono and Farmington. Willie,
her poodle,doesnot accompany her
Brenda He$s,is described as a v1vcky las$/'
Cathy Pagaiino's academic and post graduate plansare character- everywhere, since Colby is one of
fe edbystating^, "believe it or not,she i$ thinking of being a bio-chem the few places that allows dogs in
their student center.
major and an astronaut."
Once in a while, McGoverri's
Contestant ;Kathy Alford is> referred to as a "Poised Kathy" who
should makea:"graceful queen,"Lastly,-Nancy Costello "brings with daughter goes to work with her to
sell her drawings for a dimeO
her the inimita.'ble Massachusetts accent ."Q
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NEWS BRIEFS CONTINUED

I Want Big Bowls

p hoto by J ohn Porter

Some Colby students care enough to make a difference . Nancy
Putnam, class of '92,cared enough to write a letter to dining services
with over 30 student signatures. Putnam wants to bring back the big
salad bowls which have been removed from loth Dana and Roberts.
As a vegetarian, she says, "It's very inconvenient for me to try to use
the smaller bowls."
Mary Attenweiler, Director of Dining Services, responded to
Putnam's letter: "I appreciate your input," she said, but then explained that the large salad bowls broke too easily, were twice as
expensive,and that Colbydid not have enough to stock all three halls.
Futnam still insists, however, that "plates are inadequate" as an
alternative for those eating salads in either Robertsor Dana. 'It's not
just me," she said. 0.T.)

Water Ways
Therewillbea meeting this Fridaytodisciasstheresultsof themost
recentwatertests„taken October 11th,and the series of teststakenover
the summer, according to Administrative Vice President Stan
Nicholson. Nicholson will meet with AssociateDirector of Physical
Plant Gordon Cheeseman,Biology Professor Russ Cole, and Director
of Physical Plant Alan Lewis, to discuss "the general advisory on
water testing and usage." (T.H.)

A Tri p and a Tribut e
President and Mrs. Cotter left Monday, October 16th, for a six
month sabbatical in England . Cotter will spend the time doing research on slave laws for the Government 319 class.Law and Social
Change,which he teaches in the fall. The Cotters will return March
25th.
Professor John Sweney, chair of the English department, bid the
Cotters farewell at the last faculty meeting, hailing Cotter's achievements during his ten years as President .Sweney cited some of Cotter's
achievements as the abolition of fraternities and sororities, the computer explosion, increased faculty number and salaries, and the increased diversity in faculty members and students at Colby. Sweney
said, "I am sure 1speak for everyone when I wish you and Mrs. Cotter
thebest of luck,"and said that "no one deserved a sabattical morethan
President Cotter." Some faculty reported being slightly embarrassed
with Swene/s glowing review. (T.H.)
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R.C.Smith, editor of TV Guide until Rupert Murdock acquired the
magazine and then fired him for talking about the acquisition with
Time Magazine, will speak tonight at 7:30 in the Page Commons
Room. The topic of his discussion will he "As Media Ownership
Shrinks, We Get "Smaller and Smaller."
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Quote of the Week
"It will effectively take parties out of Dana and that 's like taking all
the salt out of the ocean." - Dave Moore '92 on the new policy that
prohibits underage drinkers from throwing keg parties. (C.I.)

»

continued an foll owing page

Greenwoods Are Enj oying
Their Lif e In Ma ry Low
the halls or silencing loud parties.
"We'll leave that up to the hall
By Mike Zhe
STAFF WETTER
staff ,"said Greenwood,who'srentfree apartment is located across the
hall from the Mary Low Coffehouse
and adjoining the Mary Low AnBiology professor Paul Green- nex.
wood is seeing Colby students from
Rather,the couple is granted the
a different perspective since he and enjoyable jobs of hosting open
his wife Jill Godfrey-Greenwood houses and activities for students.
moved into Mary Low as the1 'fac- Additionally,the Greenwoods parulty residents this fall. l - c ' no;;-c*-' ticularly enjoy Maine's winter ac"The interaction we have 'wiith tivities and are looking forward to
the students is much better"tfiarim winterexcursions with thestudents.
the strictly academic atmosp^e^e
,
But the position of faculty resis_d Greenwood,explamingthattrie dent also has a more serious goal
best part about their living arrange- involved,according to Greenwood,
ment is spending time with stu- who sees himself as a liaison bedents outside the the classroom or tween faculty and students.
biology lab.
Through this relationship he tries
But,living in such closequarters to bring the two parties closer towith students does not lend the gether.
Greenwoods the tasks of policing
"Being a faculty resident brings

NEWS BRIEFS CONTINUED

us in contact with all groups,"said
Greenwood, who is in his third
yearat Colby.
They couple enjoys activities
ranging from cross-country siding
to going to the coffeehouse or field
house.
By living on campus "we're
viewed as people with other interests," said Jill, a counselor-educator for WatervilleFamilyPlanning.
After receivinghis undergraduate degree from Knox College in
Illinois, Paul spent seven years at
Florida State University, where he
earned his masters and doctorate
in biology and also did someteaching.
Jill has spent her entire life in
Maine,received hersocial worker's
degree from the University of
Maine, and would like to return
*
soon to get her masters.Q

Where's the Beef ? or
the Pasta? or the...
Students have been having problemswith inaccurate dining hall
hours.
"I wentdownat7:55becauseit said in the paper theywereserving
until 8:00 but it was closed," said one student who attempted to go
to Dana for dinner over fall break. "I had to go off Campus to get
something to eat. It made me angry". Other students have complained thatthey have goneto the dining halls to eat and the food has
already been taken away, ruining chances for even a missed meal
dinner. (A.S)

Decal Debt Busters
Over fall break, Security ticketed 14 cars and towed 2. "The
majority of tickets were issued for no [parking] decal,"said Head of
Security Mark Van Valkenburgh. "Anyonewho came to security to
get a decal as a result of a no decal ticket had their ticket voided when
theyreceived their decal." Most of the tickets were given in the FossWoodman parking lot. It is security policy to only tow cars in the
handicapzoneorfire lanes. "Thevehiclehasto beviolatingsomelaw
[to get towed]/' says Van Valkenburgh.
Those lucky alums. (A.S.)

NOW Woman Of The Year Welcome Back
Will Sp eak At Colby In Nov.
By Chip Gavin
EDITOR

p hoto courtesy of Public Affairs

J ean Kilbourne

Dr. Jean Kilbourne, an award
winning writer and lecturer, will
be at Colby November 1to present
"The Naked Truth:Advertising's
Image on Women."
The presentation will begin at
7:30 p.m. in Given Auditorium.
Kilbourne, who is perhaps best
known for her award winning
documentary film of the alcohol
advertising industry "Calling The
Shots."
A frequent guest on national
television and radio shows, Kilbourne has a Bachelor of Arts degree from1 Wellesley and earned
her doctorate from Boston University.
In both 1988 and 1989, KilT
bourne was named lecturer ofthe
year by the National Association
for Campus Activities. Other
awards include "Woman of the
Year" from the National Organization for Women.Q

Some Colby students werenot lucky enough to enjoy a pressurefree fall break. TomLongstaff 's Biblical Literature class returned to a
9:30 AM exam on Wednesday.Anti-trust Economics had a paper due
the following week. "Itold myself I wasgoingto workieally hard but
I ended up justdoingit,"Kathy Clark said."Itdid hangover my head
over the break." (A.S.)

Drink, Be Merry,
and Donate

WATERVILLE DRIVE THRU
T-SHIRTS NOW AVAILABLE
$7.99
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While UMO and other schools were outlawing alcohol at the tailgating parties for their homecoming weekends, Colby was passing
new -rules to limit underage drinking but was encouraging alums to
getblottobefore,during,and after the football gameagainst Wesleyan.
Ah, to be an alum.

Mona , Max, and Wees
"Mona Lisa Meet Max Headroom:Art and the Image in the Age of
Formation/' will be William Wees'topic of lectureon Monday at 7:30
ihLovejoylOO. Weesisa member ofthe Englishdcpartrhentat McGill
University in Canada.

WATERVILLE DRIVE THRU
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Celebratin g Fall On Mayf lowerHill
By Emily G-allagher
STAFF WHITER
Take a good look around you
folks, 'cause it doesn't get much
better than this. As you sit atop
Mayflower Hill panicking about
upcoming midterms and craving
just one weekendawayfrom it all,
stop for a minute. Take a deep
breath, relax on the library stairs,

and enjoy the fall season that is
underway at Colby once again.
When March comes around,
we'll all be wonderingexactlywhy
we chose to attend a school in the
deepwoods of Maine,but looking
around now, the answer is clear.
The deep colors liven the campus,
and the crisp air- invigorates all
that come in contact with it. Not
many peoplein theworld,let alone
college campuses, can claim such
beautiful views -from their front

yard.
Fallcomesto Colby not only in
the trees and the skies,but in our
spirit as well. There is an energy
about the campus that will soon
disappear with the leaves. Students and residents haven't yet
settled back into the humdrum
routines that inevitablytakeplace
after the holidays, and Colby is
still regarded as a refreshing
change from increasingly tedious
summer schedules.

Here are a few seasonal occurrences that can be noticed around
campus now:
*freshmen are still travelling
in Coot packs. The t-shirts give
them away.
'classes at 8:30 am are fairly
full, since the "new school year
resolutions" haven't succumbed
to the need for sleep, yet.
*WHOP calzones are still considered a delicacy.
•people are wearingshorts.
*bluchers outnumber Bean
boots.
*green grass is visible.
*ducks still call Johnson Pond
home,but it is not long before the

duck catchers come and get em.
*the forecast callsfor 70 today,
20 tonight,70tomorrow,snow on
Saturday.
*the library hasn't become a
human oven yet.
*StudentCenter parties are still
worth the money and the lines.
Yes,all these things symbolize
good reasons to be satisfied with
what Colby is offering right now.
But, one morning you will wake
up and the leaves will be gone.
The long winter will commence
on;that day,and though the white
season brings new options, you
wall inevitablylong for the days of
football and crunching leaves.—

photo by Bob Lian
Kate Carswell '90,Scott Harvey '89 and a f urryfriend enjoyed the perfe ctfall weather of alum weekend.
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photo by Math ilde Leary
Colby prospective with app le during alum weekend. Ah, fall.
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Headquarters Hairstyling is
offering $5.00 off all hairstyles
when you show your Colby ID.!!!
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JEWELERS

• 106 Main St.
Waterville

See our newly remodeled store
and our entended Jemeler u collection.
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All Our Famous Brands
Are Reduced!!!

Save at least 20%
or MORE!!!
Woolrich -C.'B. Sports* Reebok-ArrowB.D. Baggies- Bass- Levi' s- CotlerField and Stream-London Fog- Dockers by
Levi-lzod LaCoste
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Ludy '21

Pacy '27

Howard '40

Change s Are On The Way For Colby's JYA
By Deb Fuller
STAFF WRITER
A $500 fee will becharged to all
students who spend a semester

Alcohol
continued from page 1
confiscated .
Finally,an alcohol education
program for first year students
willbe presented during orien-

abroad through a non-Colby program,beginning next fell. Director
of Off-Canipus Study Fraser Cocks
says that this money will go towards'counseling and administrative services.

Tt doesn t seem to gotogether/
said Beth Ackroyd '91. "They encourage us to goabroad and get the
experience, yet they are gonna
charge us for it. The least Colby
could do is give us a little guid-

tation week. Spurgin said that the
program will cover things as basic
as "what is a keg" to "more advanced topics such as alcohol abuse.

leave the host libel for under-age
drinking,Spurgin said that "Hosts
arealways reponsiblefor minors
drinking at a party. Security has
always been present at parties."
The new policy will not he accompanied by a security crackdown, according to Spurgin. But
any students caught sneakinginto
a party will now be fined $25.
Spurgin said he was pleased
with the policy because it "decreasestheCollege'sliabilitywithout handcuffing students.The college is really supportive of what
the students have created."
However, many students
voiced concerns about the new
policy.
"It's getting too strict because
there's ho obvious alcohol problem _ght now,"said KristaLundborg '92. "People may start doing
more drugs."
Phil Chase'92 said that "making it more difficult to party on
campus, will only encourage offcampus partying. Partying off
campus will increase drunk driving and strengthen frats."
"I don't care because I don't
drinkanyway,"said Chris Russell
'920

-In response to criticism that the
new policy will inhibit parties because it may be too strict and will

photo by Sarri Salman
Stu-A Vice President Dan Spurgin is high on the new party policies

ance."
"The service has always been
provided in the past but has never
been accounted for," Cocks said.
Many students feel that the
quality of aid that is offered for
non-Colby programs does not
warrant such a fee. "They sent me
back and forth," said Dean Zioze
'91. 'It seemsthere are too many
people shuffling students around.
There's not one concrete place
Where someonecan get all the answers."
. "Colby is not, in fact, gouging
students by doing this," argues
Dean of Students and Study Counselor Elizabeth Todrank. "We are
keeping the quality of the programs
that students go on right up there
where they should be."
One junior hoping to study in
Australia next semester said that he
could not get any solid answers
fromCocksorTodrankTodd lszard
91, set up his semester of study in
Switzerland by himself becausehe
"did not want to get a run around ."
Cocks explained that JYA office, which was established in September and located in the special
collections section of the library,

provides three basic services in
return for the fee.
Heand Todrankinspectall nonColby programs and ensure "quality control....Students pay a lot to
go to Colby," Cocks said. "And
Colby owes it to the; students to
make sure they are getting the
equivalent in quality while studying abroad."
Advisement on study abroad
possibilites is available from both
him and Todrankand from various
faculty liasicms.The fee alsocovers
the costs of maintaining student
records.
"We don't just drop people off
the end of the earth and call it education," said Cocks. "We have to
keeptrack of everyone."
Todrank said that approximately50% of eachgraduatingclass
studiesabroad.Thisfigureincludes
Colby programs, non-Colby programs, semesters, years, and January Programs.
Cocks does not feel this fee will
at all reduce the number of students who decide to study abroad.
"On the contrary," he said, "We'd
like to see more people have an
international experience.' —
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photoby Matt Ovios
Elizabeth Todrank contends the J YAis not trying to rip anyone off.
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CONTACT TO DD OR SHEILA
AT COLB Y STUDENT ACTIVITIES OFFICE
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tJ CLOTHING * SPORTING GOODS
453-9756
Main St. Fairfield
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20% aff aii Running G ear
by Nike , Asics , Adidas,
Woolr lc h , and Reebok!!
Warm-Up Suits
Wind Pants+Tops
and

Spandex Tights

Who Can Get
The Service
1
Medal?

Colby,B ates Faculty
May Ban Paper Company

By Eawrence Kocca
, TSTEWS EDITOR :
Dave Jorgensen " also disagrees with some Colby Professors about the Colby Service
Medal.
/
Jorgensen says the medal
should not be limited to veterans of the CivilWar and World
Wars I&II. He says students and
alums who werein the Vietnam
and Korean conflicts should get
« ¦
one.
Professors Ira Sadoff and
RogerBowendisagree,citing the
absurdity of blanket endorsements and the ambiguous definitions of patriotism,Sadoff says
if veterans get it, then people
who protested the wars as a
matter of principle mist get it
also. Bowen says that -there are
enough monuments and too
many medals.
/"Fora campus that claims to
be embracing diversity,fchereoftentimes seemsto be discussion
in only one direction,"said Jorgensen. "We'remorethan ready
to stand up aitdbe accountedfor
what we believe in/'Gi

p hoto by Matt Ovws

Ira Sadoff, why once helped,organize protest against ROTC at Hobart
College, said he "can't see this being an issue that would galvanizeany
emotion amoung students here. "

ROTC

continued from page 1
is taking advantage of that program.
'Tt is an abstract principle,"
said Sadoff in referencetoROTC

at a liberal arts college. Teaching
to make war and educating intellectually and morally are at war
with each other. The soldier's task
is in fact to take orders without
questioning, while the student is
taught to make decisions for him
or herself ."?

mmmmmmmmmmmm
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Half-Time At Homecoming!
¦¦

Cigarettes

continued from page 2
rette smoking influences the health
and lives of everybody else."
Stu-A President Tom Sherry,who
addressed this removal decision at
last night's President's Council meeting, expressed concern that students
wore never consulted in this decision. "I think that's a problem," he
said.
But, Nicholson said, "I h ave a
sense of responsibility for some of
the health issues at the college and
there's an expectation that administrators have responsibility to be
consistent with health issues on

¦¦
¦

campus."
Nicholson feels his decision
concurs with input from thehealth
community, local hospitals, and
faculty and student desires,
In addition, Nicholson added
that removing the cigarette vending machines will result in a decrease in the amount the college
pays for health insurance, as well
as the elimination of carpet damage, fire alarms, and the debris
caused by cigarette butts.
"I have no problem r especti ng
the rights of non-smokers,"Walsh
said. "However, by the same
token,cigarettesare not illegaland
there are people who do smoke
and that is their right and their
rights should be respected as well.

—

photo By J em Bractett
See related story in N ews Briefs

It's discrimination."
However,Moss said,"I
don't seeit asa free speech
or freedom of expression
issue. It doesn't really
inhibit me. The college
should be able to structure life on the campus the
way that it wants."
The Joseph's do expect to
lose some profits from the
lack of cigarette sales.
However, Nicholson believes the administration
has "onlyanticipated what
the community was calling for; an educational institution must make everyone aware of health
risks."Q

By Kaf hleen McKiernan
STAFF WRITER

College officials are prepared to
look into a possible boycott of the
labor-troubled International Paper
Cornpany(IP). Following the lead
of Bates' recent faculty decision,
Colby may decide to stop purchasing from the company that currently
providesclose to 85 percent of the
paper used in the duplication center in Eustis and in copiers around
campus.
IP first gained nationwide attention two years ago when the
company hired replacement workers for over 1,000 striking employees at its paper plant in Jay, Maine,
and then hired back only a tiny
percentage of the original workers
after the union cancelled the strike.
"It's [Jay] a horrible p'laceto live.
Brother against brother, and father
against son. It's a war-zone and has
been ever since tlie strike," said
Dean of the College Earl Smith.
Boycotting IP and switching to
an alternative brand of paper would
not be difficult for Colby,according
to Ken Gagnon, director of administative services and purchasing.
"I'm prepared to do that [switch
companies]. We could probably
switch off without too much economic impact," Gagnon said.

Colby uses 6.2 millicn sheets of
paper yearly, and approximately
80 - 85 percent of that supply is IP
paper, Gagnon said. He added that
the college does not buy the paper
directly from IPCO, but from the
Portland distributing company,
C.H. Robinson.
"If I call them tomorrow and say
we don't want IPCO, they're prepared [to provide another
brand],"Gagnon said."When the
strike first broke, I checked into
it...But it's not my dedsion to deter- , mine political policy."
Smith and Dean of Faculty
Robert P. McArthur say they donot
remember the possibilityof an IPCO
ban ever being brought up at a faculty meeting, but Smith said if the
faculty brings it up for debate now
he would probably support a boycott .
"It is a way to send a signal to
the (IP) management that Bates and
Colby are nothappy with what they
have done," Smith said.
But McArthur was hesitant
about calling for a ban on IPCO.
"[The issue] needs extensive discussion analagpus to faculty, student and trustee conversations on
CIA recruitmentand South Africa,"
he said.
Bates officials aie currently
studying the faculty resolution, but
no decision to boycott IP at Bates
has been finalized, The Bates Student reported .D
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confident !

Confidence in your health and your body brings confidence
in yourself! We can help you with all your reproductive
health care needs, includlng_someone to talk to—in
complete confidence, Pregnancy testing and contraception
are available in a friendly environment.
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CENTER

Babies by choice, not chancef
Waterville, Skowhegan,* Pittsfield and Jackman.
873-2122 or 474-8487

ARTS/ENTERTAINMENT

Coffeehouse Swingm* With Jazz
By Meredith J. Master
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Visiting Writer Spof ig to
Crowdof 2$
:

Cato-l Snots', the first literary&rti_ -to rssd. ki this f-all's Viii'tittg
WritersSeries attracted a crowdTa!2$ last Thursday evening m-Miller
ybrary'is.Robihs Rooirt< Thisyotmg, strikingly-good-looking
artistat
timessa^rnedtearfulfrOftithe memory df her pdetry/sinspiration. Her
staccato.,strangelyspaced voidrtg of h^written-poetry^alo-ngwlthher
fai nt smite?:anki $earch.ing ey0+c<mtact compelledthe audfenceto cpjvcentra*© on hes1 carefully chosen words.

I&e Comp lexities of ff iana gcttt's
Mouse of&ernardaMSa

Colby st udent, Leo Flanagan was thfc director, of last w_$_ftcrs
A&verPowder and Wigproauctton^f^he,^
ti$ed 3&M z ph<_ograp]fuCdOc_meMof-thfe oppression,of w*pm$*c*»,w tfii$
playsurprisinglywasonlyphotographicin &£«ense that the -events,
trayedfrom Sparttshsodety ht _e"l92Ds and 30s wemaphotogf/aphpor
ically held in people'smemories,
'"The idea'-was to illustratethrough movement rand actioa what
keepsus separate in society,*' said F&nagm .'
"Theplay.was very complexinpa*^becausemany ofthe illusions
are from Traditional Spanish/* he said, igxplaJning why he heUeves
many of the play's gestures "went over the headsof someof the audi£n<&"

were
S l "WBIUIU,Tie lights
A S
dimmed, the candles
B
wereburning, and the
Terry
Eisen Jazz Quar„fi..
tet was "smoking" in the wordsof
Ed McCabe/92,on Saturdaynight
attheCoffeehouse.Admission was
free, and gourmet coffee and fresh
baked goods and gourmet ice
cream were plentiful at a great
price.
The quartet,comprised of Terry
Eisen on piano, Brian Sirnsky on
bass, and Brad Terry on clarinet
(also the bands whistler), played
subtle, subliminal tunesto a crowd
of about 25. The drummer's absence Che was ill) provided an interesting twist sincejazz is primarily structured around group inter-

Courtesy of ColbyArt Museum
~
Bones Of Wood"
By John Purcell "

could be folded without cracking,
imparted no taste on foods, and did
not rot when exposed to moisture.
Two types of this basket, the Cylindrical Birch Bark Container and
the Porcupine Quill Box, made a
definite impression on exhibit observers.
Many pieces made by modern
native American basket makers of
Maine are on display. Clara
Keezer's Graduated Strawberry
Baskets - formed like oversized
strawberries - are unique works of
this class. Another Native-American basketmaker, Sylvia Gabriel,
has an amazing work on display of
a lidded ash container.
Non-Native Americans of Maine
residence also have a seriesof traditionalbaskets in the exhibit. Stanley
Joseph made a basket that actually
is a paddle boat. Janice Lewis,
another Maine resident,created the
superb Egg Basket with Woven

Maine Basketry Past to Present ,
showing at Colby's Jette Art Gallery until November 22nd, honors
the centuries-old tradition of basket makingfor family use,consumer
at use,
The WillBartlett Quartetwill present a jazasconcertonSaturday
:
and as personal art expression.
R&ilroad Sqti-are Cinema. Jazz $tfcttdard&,coritempor&jyj-_ $ pieces, Native Americans make large conandoriglnalconipoBition,>w^ItbeieaWecl+Admission•wjllbeS5> Call tributions to the exhibit as do many
Ra|lw^d Squiate Cineniat.* iit 87& _>l_ifor moye i*nfarfliakion. :
Maine non-Indian basket makers,
including several leading artists
from around the country and 19th
century Shaker craftspeople.
Native Americanbaskets the exAn Award <tf«2£ will to- the potsott who mimi%thfe test* t»»hut
hibit
include the Wabanak form:
design -fi*r an upcoming Golf Party; the Winner Will also have,hm
lw
^miw ia&\*p& 'tiy*Th$deadttn4for^nt'4ee^Octoi?«?20k $«bml$* Indian basketry called the "fancy
Ct&titf f y xx %W* basket/'Interestingexamplesofthis
sions mafbk sent to MissySmall Itoxl^faMfy
. f
:** * .•
•
style are the Penobscot Curly Bowl
z >
by Florence Shay and Penobscot
Acorn Basket by Katy Ranco.
The Wabanake Indians were
The ¦CutnfterlanciCounty Civic!Conter will host Jeihro Ttdt on heavy users of the white birch tree.
courtesy of Colby Art Museum
Octobet-^nd Th$M&onNwwrftw tt*. Tttwa^ tkfcefci&r tNwe Ideal for basket making, the lightpopularshcjws y<*u, staid tatt fi$*346& A$4&
weight birch was easy to carry and Lidded Ash Container

¥~$f iiH (Design (Being Sougf it
Up - doming Ccnt^ris]
.
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•"Cometo CampusWeek"has been scheduledhy thoMaine Higher
IStftucatf onCDurwtt for tho we&kof 0<wbot#«{fcS, Thef ragncoura^ittg:
everyone,to-inko advantage of the nj sourciis.Ihafcall of Malnd's college*
and universities have to offer, Programsaxid $clisdules vary from
campusto campus, and the Councilsuggests that you call scbfcdle for
mo-w information.
Were 1*4 a short list of some of tho &OTC participantsin case you
wwt4 likc to $ea what Ufa Is* Me off tho hill; Bangor Theological
S&minary 9-43W5781, Bates 1U4W, Bawdoj fa 725*33?$,WnKtfvillo'*Kcnnobec VulloyTechnical College4S3-&76& Maine MariltaieAcadof MrAtr«t581emy 1*80D4Wh524 iUnity Collo^«)48«31$1,1C7«t{v«r»lty
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house has scheduled an Epiphany
of events to engage in or to idle to
this week. On Tuesday night,there
will be Pequod readings featuring
the poetry, prose and fiction of students.
Thursday is Expressions night,
another forum where students display their artistic talents, ranging
from acting to singing, "or whatever closet perf ormariceyou give in
front of your mirror in the privacy
of your dorm room,"according to
one of the co-managersof. the Coffeehouse, Nicky Farkas.
AH artists,would-be artists and
other walks of life are encouraged
to perform; contact Nicky,' Mim
Seigel, or Beth Poole.
Wednesday night is Comedy
Night, featuring two comedians
from Boston. Come down for a
laugh; for that artificial rush you
can only get from a gourmet cup of
Jo and fresh baked sugar-laden
goods, or simply for a change of
pace.Q

Exhibit Woven With Excellence

STAFF WRITER

j azzQuartet f o (Perform in :
< Watewitte

action,and not extensivelyon written arrangements.
Thecenterpiece of the showwas
the group's rendition of "Autumn
Leaves," by Johnny Mercer. The
three musicians blended musical
ideas to form a satisfying whole
that was,at times,languid and soul
searching, at others, ethereal.
AlecHaavik,one of Colby'sown
jazz musicians made a surprise
guest appearance on trombone on
Gershwin's "Have you met Miss
Jones" and "All Blues," a Miles
Davis classic.
The audience was treated to
another surprise when Brad Terry
placed his clarinet aside and
whistled into the mike. It wasn't ordinarywhistling,butarticulate,dextrous and imaginative phrases.
For those who missed out on the
show,pr simply want another dose
of cool jazz,the Terry Eisen Quartet
will be back at the Coffeehouse in
March.
In . the meantime, the Coffee-

courtesy of Colby Art Museum
"Barren Vessel "

God's Eye.
A final piece of the exhibit is a
grouping of works under the title
Contemporary Expresion in Basketry. The baskets observed under
this title really push the boundaries
of basket making. Ethel Skeans
Clifford's basket is made of pine
needles. Michael Davis' Houston
On My Mind looks like a cactus.
Other eye-catching pieces of this
part of the exhibit include Gyongy
Luky'sBonesofWood.lane Saner's
Airplance 5. Bryant Holsenbeck's
gird 's Nest. Shereen LaPIante's
untitled, and Norma Mimkowitz's1
Barren Vessel.
The exhibit, sponsored by Colby,
the University of Maine at Presque
Isle and The Maine Craft Association, will proceed to UMPI after its
stay on Mayflower Hill.
Colby museum hoursare 10:00to
12:00 noon and 1:0Oto 4:30Monday
through Saturday and Sunday from
2:00 to 4:30, There is no admission
charge.-

On The Road To Excellence

Students Insp ired By The Professional Writers Series
Cinda H. Jones

A & _ EDITOR
veryone knows
gi¦
/ jf
Stephen King, but
™ -Wmm
few writers become
as
famous, accordJ
f
**"*—
** in g to head of Visiting Writers Series and creative
writing professor Ira Sadoff. So, to
expose more students to a greater
number of scholar 's works Sadoff

has petitioned Colby to sponsor his
visiting writers series.
"No matter how good you are,
you're not a success," said Sadoff ,
also head of the English department's creative writing program.
Last week's visiting writers;
Carol Snow, Alix Kates Shulman
and Marvin Boll havo published
numerous works, and are very
su ccessful, but are still relatively
unknown. Thuhighlight of the week

was the reading by Shulman.
"Those who believe it's impossible to mix art and politics don't
understand how buying a quart of
milk from Mr.' Deschaine of North
Vassalobro instead of from Shop n'
Save is political, how men don't
deserve sex because they paid for a
woman's dinner, liow those who
walk tho streets of our cities with'
their hands out didn't get there
continued on page 12
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The Pequod is now
accepting submissions, Fiction and
Poetry to reserve
desk in Miller Library.Art is
accepted in Bixler.
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Tradition Ke pt Alive In Skowh egan
Joe Nieiruevra
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
. On Saturday October 21 there
v/ill be a contra dance at the Skowhegan Grange on Pleasant St. The
dance starts at 8 pm. Music will be
provided by Pleasin ' Keys of Cam-

bridge, Maine.
So what the hell is a contra

dance?

"Contra" dancing is a form of
traditional dance which is unique
to New England. A hundred years
or more ago,this Was the main for m
of entertainment in rural areas.
Dances like "Lady of the Lake" or

"Boston Fancy" would be intermingled with polkas, schottiscles,
and waltzes.
All dances are taught before the
%
music starts. It 's easy to learn in one
evening, and if you can walk you
can do the stops. It's mildly aerobic.
You don't need to bring your own
partner either. One of the reasons

that contra dancing is gaining in
popularity is that a contra dance is
a chemical-free event. You can go
socialize without the hassle of a
"bar scene,"
Many of the old Grange hulls in
the area were built partly to accommodate this kind of activity. In the
continued on page 12
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Huff and Pu ff No More
Why don't we j ust try it and see if aaybod y notices."
And before anyone could "bat an eye, the cigarette
machines were being removed from campus.
There aren't a lot of smokers on. Mayflower Hill,
unless you count all the people who take a few drags if
they have a buzz. But, smokers aren't the only people
who should be miffed about this decision.
Again, a decision that obviously should have included input from
students did not.
Administrative Vice President Stanley Nicholson said having former
Surgeon General Koop for a commencement speaker and selling cigarettes are antithetical. We disagree. If commencement speakers are going
to dictate college policy, Colby better give more careful attention to
whom they choose. Then again, let's bring Jesse Jackson. That would
shake things up a bit.
No, it wasn't Koop. Far more likely Nicholson simply doesn't want
cigarette machines on campus. We concede they're reasonably ugly.
And, we all know Colby is hung up on the ugly issue. The better things
look, the better they must really be. No cigarette machines, no smokers,
no smoke. Great.
But it doesn't work that way.
So, instead of allowing Colby's few smokers the convienence of
buying their butts on campus, Colby w/ill come a little closer to that spit
shined look. Or so thinks somebody on the third floor of Eustis. Maybe
we'll even move up the standings in the next U.S. News college survey.
Alas, the burning question now (no pun , honest) is who will speak at
graduation this yeaJ.Q

Social Fee Would
Cost Less Than Fine
So, administrators and student leaders have finally
come up with a mutually agreed upon alcohol policy
complete with wrist bands, fines for sneaking into the
Student Center and limits on the number of people
who can sign up for parties. But in the midst of shuffling things around, they overlooked an easier way
out. A social fee.

The $25 fine for sneaking into parties is understandable the way
things stand, now. Hosts shouldn't be gypped out of a buck and Security
has far more pressing concerns than guarding doors. If you don't pay,
you shouldn't be able to play.
However, having the parties paid for in advance with a social fee
would end the hassles, saving security the trouble of boing on a sneak
patrol and students the ordeal of trying to slip behind a partition or to
climb through a window.
Furthermore, an initial $20 from each student distributed between the
Commons, Stu-A and private groups would encourage more party
options in a given weekend and even on the same night.
This way, alum s and students alike would not have been turned away
fro m the Student Center last weekend with no alternative party options
because one party was at full capacity. '
And , finally, a social fee would allow students to make Friday night
plans on Friday night. Not Wednesday. Not even Friday at dinner.
Colby needs a social foe. Toll your Hall President, Mag John Farkas.
Hastlc Tom Sherry. Let's get something done.Q

it seems, which furnishingsare acceptable for student living areas.
Colby students have the priviEditor's Note: The Echo still accepts personal ads. The cost is $1 each. lege of being taught and advised by
an exceptional faculty. NotwithSee page 16 for more information.
standing, the chance to make deciI thought that classifieds/per- sions (and mistakes) for oneself and
sonals were fun, but now that they to be part of a legitimate cooperacost us, not only are there none in tive decision -making process is the
the Echo at all,but also I don't have most important element of the colenough spare money to put any in lege learning experience.
The adrriinistrative changes
myself.Why does this charge exist?
described
above were all made in
I don't think it is fair.
opposition to, or in ignorance of,
Sandra Ann Scarano '92 student opinion. The structure
which is a result of these changes
reduces the opportunity for Colby
students to have effectiveinput into
shaping their own environment.
I have been told that the increasing restrictions on student activity
at Colby is simply part of a trend occurring at many colleges and universities.'While this trend may be
I am saddened by the changes true,it does not justify the changes
which the administration has made taking place at Colby. A very imat Colby over the past 10 years. portant part of the learning process
During this period the administra- is diminishing at Colby,and with it,
tion has mandated how students some key attributes differentiating
can organize socially, with which Colby from the myriad of other high
potential employers students can quality New England colleges.
interview, the appropriate format
for student athletic activity,and so
Jamie CNeil '83

Decision
Making Is For
Students

Pee iPenance
Editor 'i Note: Thefollowing letter
was submitted to Director of Colby
Safety and Security Mark Van Valkeriburgh following the Colby vs. Hamiltonfootball game.Theauthors ofthe
letter are Hamilton students. .
We are writing to apologize for
our actions of September 30. We
realize that we acted with disrespect towards Colby College when
we urinated in the football press
box There is no reasonable explanation or excuse for what we did.
However, we would like to say
that we were in no wayintending to
offend Colby. We went into the
press box to visit a friend , not to
urinate. When we got inside the
press box we made a thoughtless
decision to urinate because there
was no one there. We were wrong
and apologize for our actions.
Please forward this letter to
anybody offended or involved in
the incident.
Jeff Michael
Rob Mcllroy

The Top Ten List For This Week?

Top Ten Alumni ActivitiesDuring Homecoming Weekend

10.-Spilling a beer on the:
Student Center floor, far old
time's sake. "
:
$. Breaking into chapel, to pray
(really},
& Commentingon how "young
the freshmen are this year;
7. Tailgating in the parkinglot,
with no food*
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By Amy Havel
COHMENTAItY
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6,Giving student*insight about
the f real world"*
Sv rlvnting groun d campus for §
beer>-dietable,
4. Organizing a di ptorflabor„r_

3, Partyingat the football field,
Seeing a game break out.
2, Pushing Preside***
***Cotter'**
doorbell,and running away
1H Attempting to score with
everyone that you missed tfife
first time around^ :
Editor's Motet Amy.Havel h m
£cht>Feature sWriter,

OPINION

College Rankings Exercise in Futility
Kathleen McKiernan
OPINIONS E DITOR

Well the numbers are out - and
Colby has come up short. At least
that's what the compilers of the
latest U.S. News and World Report's
guide to "America's Best Colleges"
would have you think. The magazine ranked Colby 23rd in its "exclusive rating" of the 25 best universities and small liberal arts colleges in the country. Both Bates(tied
for 21) and Bowdoin (13) finished
ahead of Colby.
While the number rankings of
the best and the brightest institutions of academia are in bold-face,
the implications of such systemizing and classifying are less clear.
To be honest I'm almost glad
Colby didn't beat out Bates and
Bowdoin in this latest report. Because - like it or not - if we had come
out on top I might be more tempted,
to laud the survey. I would feel
good. I would be reassured that
these all-nighter paper sessions are
worth it, because I go to a school

that everyone believes tobe thebest
in Maine. My parents could brag
and tape a copy of the report to the
refrigerator.
The temptation is strong to grab
for any type of litmus test that
indicates of our place in relation to
our peers; but a college ranking
system-especially one produced by
an organization not oblivious to the
money that can be made marketing
such a product to a status-hungry
public - is dangerous. Enough students are already on the brink of
ulcers over the anticipated competition awaiting them in the job
market. Having to worry that their
competition comes from a school
"ranked" (ack!) four better than
their own only adds to the pressure,and more importantly,ignores
departmental strengths which can
make schools stronger in various
disciplines,if not overall.
Of course all that doesn't matter
when all you feel like there's a big
fat 15 tattooed on your Davidson
sweatshirt, where an elegant 9 rests
emblazoned on your brother's var-

sity jacket from Oberlin.
Hear we are,college students of
America, still at least a few years
from entering the corporate world,
and already undergraduates from
Maineto Arizona are being classed,
labeled, and fixed on the educational ladder by the omniscientones
at U.S. News.
Considering society'sobsession
with lists, orderings and whosewho stratifications, elitist reports
like U.S. News and World Report 's
will continue and academic snobbery will rise. But as the subjects of
these academic registrars,we must
try and get around such labels.
While some schools have obvious
advantages over others, an education is what you make of it. And
looking down your nose at someone enrolled in a less prestigious
school than your own is contrary to
everything a liberal education
stands for.
Besides, to go from the top of a
list to the bottom, or viceversa,you
need only wait for the next magazine to hit the stands!}

The Real Question:
Free or Drug Free?
With great fanfare and pride,
President Bush has declared his
"War on Drugs"and a greatmany
Americans stand firmly behind
him. In.this newly declared war,
it; seems that anything goes in
order to achieve victory. But, the
real issue is not so much this executive plan as the American
public's response.

Christ y Law

LAW'S NATION
The Bush-Bennett "War on
Drugs" plan calls for an expensive array.of law enforcement
strategiesthat lean toward detecting users and dealers, coupled
with extensive arrests and jailing.
But,the focus is beginning to shift
from drug traffickers to drug
users, and for many of us, the
Issue then hits a little closer to
home.

Note a few results from a September Washington Post-ABC
News Poll:
*62percent of those polled said
they would be willing to give up
"a few of the freedoms we have in
this country" in order to aid in
combatting the drug problem.
*55percent favored mandatory
drug tests for all Americans and
67 percent favored regular drug
testing for high school students.
*82 percent favored using the
military to control illegal drugs
within the United States.
Perhaps Americans will soon
also be in favor of allowing the
courts to accept evidence given
under duress or allowing the police to tap telephones without a
court order. In light of this public
response, our cherished constitutional rights seem to be more
threatened from within than withcontinued on page 13

The Descent of Man Bell-Ringing Better Than Beer-Die
ffYI

T* _

Tha future seems exceedingly
grim- Either one must accept the
increasing divisivenessof modern societies asaby product of individual rights., or one must attempt tu impose a new fascism.
This fascism, would be in the national, rather than the individual
interest,, and would seek to unify
the culture through promotittg
national culture,, history and tra*
ditioii. This option,. Jiowever,
seerrss equally doomed to fail ure
as it is fundamentally opposed to
thedcmocratittfdealcJfiridividual
freedom.

: Johti Hawke

I DON'T LIKE SPAM

._
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will so that interaction is generally harmonious. These binding
relationships usually include
family ties-,cultural ties »ad na*
tional ties. "W hen, the common
elements betwefcn individuate
disappear,' the individuals finds
less reason, to art tor -the c-ommon
good, which they feel divorced
from, and ast according-* to selfinterest With that said^, we can
beginto makesenseof the demise
of western., or even modem culture.
Witjh irt a technologicalSociety,
familialrelatlonships-arelessbindidga&a r^$iiitc>fbettqsrtran'ip0rta»
lion, the financial climate -which

allows poreon**to become fin&v
eially independenrat an early age,
Pcrnap$thisi$theh*ttrnancon*
and
probablydozensof othercom¦
atf feWL
plex relationshipswhich dissolve
All societiesmust havea cer- the necessity of the family as a
tain-amountof contirmttyand cq- basic unit of survival
fc&*4vpness to irwWe a common
continued on page13
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ter, a concert by the Orchestra, the
Chorale,the Colbyettes or the Colby
Eight.Check out the activities at the
Spa. My list got even bigger. Then I
What a night.
A group in the Spa had been thought: What about clubs and
talking about a keg party, a couple activities? Surely I could afford to
of other students wanted to organ- try something different. And , at
ize a beer-die game. I decided to the risk of sounding like Telly Tavjust finish my pizza and soda and alas in a credit card commercial, I
go home. When I got there,the floor excitedly explored the possibilities.
Looking for something out of
was sticky and the stench of warm
beer filled the air. Enough is enough, the ordinary, I started with the
Colby Handbell Ringers. A friend
I decided.
of
mine who is a faithful member of
Realizing the alcoholic ni ghtlife at Colby can get pretty stale the group, when asked to describe
after a while and convinced that her initial attraction to the club,
there must be more to the word said,"I wanted to spend some time
"extracurricular" than partying, I away from my studies to do somedug out my "Things to do in Spare thing completely different."Hmmn.
Time" list. It read: "1. Do homeAnother friend of mine is an
work. 2. Co to a party." Pitiful.
active member of the Colby FencBut,when I started thinking, my ing Club. "It looked interesting; so
list grew. I could go to the movies, unlike anything I'd ever done," she
the coffeehouse, or a rugby, soccer, said. As a beginner last year, she
or field hockey game. I could throw beat a male opponent in a fencing
a party for a few close friends. I tournament who had been fencing
could attend a play at Strider Thea- for five years! What an experience,
By Lori Moran
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
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I thought.
I checked out the pottery room
on the ground floor in Roberts with
some members of the Pottery Club,
and came away really impressed
with all the beautiful works they
had created .
The Handbell Ringers,the Fencing Club, and the Pottery Club are
among many -unique clubs and
activities at Colby, most of which
can be joined at any time. And
they're something different.
The willingness to trysomething
new and different isn't just admirable; it also makes for a more interesting and well-rounded individual. In my case, after being an avid
athlete in hi gh school, I decided to
give the fine arts a try for a change.
So I joined the Colby Woodwind
Ensemble.
With so many opportunities at
our disposal here at Colby, it really
pays off to take a second look at
what's available. Even if it's in a
different direction.Q

Editor 's N ote: : Smd oj Ou W ymfmon interviewedf or this feature
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The faculty at Bates College recentl y voted to support a resolution urging a boycott of all Inter national Paper pr oducts now purchased by the college, in r esponse to the lab or tact ics t h e paper
company used in 1987 in breaking a workers ' strike. Would you support a similar boycott of I.P.
pr oducts at Colby?
Chip Hauss, Government
dcpartmenti'Thequestion I'd have
to ask is why Bates or we didn 't do
it at the height of the strike. Yeh, I
think we should . but it would have
been much more meaningful two
years ago."

Randy Nelson,EconomicsandAdministrative Science departments:
'T don't think I would support the
boycott. I really don't feel well
enough informed about the issues
to support a boycott."

John Swency, Chair English
department: "Yeh , sure. I believe
in the union movement."

Michael Donihue, Economics
dcpartmcnt:"My only concern is
that it wouldn't have the desired
effect. I have nothing against a
boycott. I don't agree with I.P.'s
handling of the strikers,but I'm not
sure a boycott would have the desi n_ aff ect."

Adam Wcisberger, Sociology
dcpartment:"Yes, because of the
company 's unfair labor practices.
Whether the sanctions are effective or not, you're taking a stand
on the issue."
Photos by Bob Lian

Writin g

continued from page 8.
becauseof flaws in their character,"
said Sadoff in his introduction to
Shulman's reading.
"All those slide tapes of women
with make-up, brassiere ads,
women treated like sex objects,
images which now seem, so true
they^ve become cliches, can thank
Alix Kates Shulman for highlighting the double edged sword of
beauty, how it can be used as a
weapon to degrade and diminish a
woman's intelligence," he said.
The Robins Room audience
(divided equally betwee-aj^udents
and professors)burst with appjause
and wild expectation as Shulman
took Sadoff's place at the pulpit and
he took hers in the large leather arm
chair at stage left.
Expecting angry expounding of
social injustice, I was surprised to
hear a story's excerpt about a
woman and her daughter at the
seashore f or the summer while the
father was out of the country on
business. Subtly,a story of a typical
young family presented social
commentary for a condition of injustice.
That the mother had no purpose
in life except to be a mother,that she
was supposed to be wholly satisfied with this, and that an affair is
an affair unless the wife has one, are
three conditions Shulman presented
in her story which are commonp lace in our society, but sad reflections on our society.
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"I like to
show inadecontinued from page y
qu a c i es
old days prior to VCR's and TV and
through action
movies,all you needed to have fun
and inaction
was a fuddle, a piano, and a hardrather than
wood floor.
bang my readPleasin' Keys is the band for the
ers over the
October dance. This group has
head," said
played together since 1973. Chris
Schulman.
Prikett,
the caller,is known for his
Throughthese
ability to make beginners feel at
"undesirable
ease. The members of the group
images"of real
play fiddle, accordion, banjo, guilife, she hopes
mandolin, flute, and the tin
tar,
to
make
whistle. The music is heavilyinflupeople empaenced by the traditional celtic tunes
thize, feel disas well as bluegrass and French
gust, and help
Canadian influences. The other
createchange.
members of the group are Mary
Schulman
Stirniman, Pete Betts, and Sam
feels
that
Brown.
women are
Ladies usually enjoy wearinga
"trapped in
traditional sex
roles" and are
too "jud ged
and valued by
their looks, famaica Kincaid was part of a visiting writer 's
series 2 years ago.
That people
grade women hierarchically most recent publication from which
(through the way their bodies look) she read, In Every Woman's Life. All
is shocking. Every body is beauti- of Shulman'sbooks are available in
ful and amazing in its abilities and the Colby Bookstore.
Ira Sadoff is already planning
should be worshiped."
Through her writing, Schulmaft this coming spring's Visiting Writtries to "portray contemporary ers Series, hoping to bring Wesley
women in various social predica- McNair,and SherleyAnne Williams
ments to reveal the social roots of to Colby. Later this semester the
Pequod will co-sponsor a reading
women's pain."
Works of Alix Kates Shulman's by Ira Sadoff himself from his new
include: Memoirs of an Ex-Prom collection of poems, Emotional
Queen, Burning Questions and her Traffic .?
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long flowing dress - it's easier to
twirl in. It 's advisable to wear f lat
shoes or running shoes. Other than
that , come as you are.
Refreshments will be on sale
downstairs. For college students
with ID,the admission is $3.
For the rest of the winter, the
dances in Skowhegan will be on the
fourth Saturday of each month,
except for December which will be
the fifth Saturday. See you there!
For further information call Joe
at 634-2878. Directions are: from I95,take Route 201 Nto Skowhegan.
Continue across the bridges when
you cross rt. 2. Go through the
dovratownbusinessloop,backonto
rt. 201 N. At the first set of lights
(near Cumberland Farms and
Quinn's Hardware store) takea left
onto Pleasant St. Grange Hall is on
the left.Q

p hotoby Bob Lian
Rene Blanchard,violinistf or theColby SymphonyOrchestra,reports
that Benny Kim's violin recital in Lorimer Chapel last Sunday afternoon
was excellent.
"To watch him play was neat" said Blanchard. The concert was
evidently a popu lar event over this homecoming weekend, as "threequarters ofth e seats downstairs weref ull,and manypeople were up in the
balcony.
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TUES-FRI: 730-5:00

SAT: 7:30- 1 :00
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CALL NOW FOR OUR
CLASS SCHEDULE

1-800-332-TEST

Descent

continued from page 11
The common cultural heritage
dissolves when the units for transmitting them, family and tradition,
cease to function. Coupled with
this is the lack of community in
Americantownsand cities. Because
the culture has so diversified,
through the technology and population explosion, people no longer
share the same values, ideas, language,and thusvcanno longer function as a common unit.
Thus "modern" cultures, when
faced with the problem of increasingcrimeandgreedduetottieaforementioned trends, find themselves

in the position of trying to artificially impose a cultural unity over
the unruly populace; such as the
renewed emphasisin patriotic pride
in one's country, the effort to institutionalize school prayer and the
teaching of "values,and the censuringof divisiveand destructiveforces
such as rock music.
These measures are invariably
met with great resistance as they
impinge upon individuals'right to
chose their own destiny. Although
this is undoubtedly bad,a question
must be raised about the long term
implicationof thosefreedomswhich
contribute to the disintegration of a
culture.
This is not an issuewhich should
be divided along traditional politic

DOING TAXES
CAN MAKE YOU
FEU GREAT.
ESPECIAILY

Dru gs

cal lines, for the question, is simply
that if one accepts that a harmonious society is better than one which
is continually diversifying and
necessarily becoming more disharmonious, then one must than decide how best to go aboutchanging
the society, albeit artificially, into
one which willpromote harmony.
This would bea tremendousleap
to take as it would involve measures which would be repugnant, at
least initially, to the bulk of the
population. It would not refer to
the pop-culture culture notion of
peaceon earth,or global consdousness, rather a step towards fascism,
which need not be rejected out of
hand fi it were to be for a long term
improvement.!—
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continued from page 11
out. Big Brother here we come.
This new trend has far reaching
imputationshere at Colby as "well.
Perhaps the administration,caught
up in the "War on Drugs" fervor
will decide that it is advisable to
randomly search students rooms
without prior warning, which is the
present policy. Better yet, how
about mandatory drug testing for
all applicants and as an exit requirement in order to receive our diplomas? Small relinquishmentsof our
freedoms inevitably lead to ever
larger concessions.
I am not suggesting the Colby

«?^ __ k

administrationwill betakingany of
these actions in the near future. But
a national wartime mentality - by
direct implication - has dangerous
local possibilities as well.
Let us be absolutely sure that,in
the long run,the warwe are waging
will not be more destructive than
the problem we are fighting. The
freedoms guaranteed to us by our
Constitution are precious indeed.
While there is no denying that drug
abuse in America is a serious problem, perhaps we should be asking
ourselves one question omrnitted
from recentpolls. Are wewillingto
sacrifice a freeAmerica for a drugfree'America? —
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WHEN THEY'RE

SOMEONEELSE'S.
If you have a basic aptitude for math and the desire
to help others, you can get
a lot of satisfaction by volunteering your time and skills
to people who need help
doing their taxes. *
80,000 people already
have, j oin them.
Tofind out about the free
IRS training program, call
1-800-424-1040 now.
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Volunteer now.
And you' ll make someone 's
taxe s less taxing later.
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Lovej oy Commons...
will be presenting Piano
music during dinner on
Friday October20th.
Come , relax , and enjoy the
music.
Mary Low Commons...
will have their annual
"Visit to SleepyHollow " on
October 31st. An evening
of Halloween Festivities
and great food .
Johnson/Chaplin Commons...
will be holding a"Pancake
Panacea " at brunch on
Sunday October 22nd.
Pancake lovers unite and
join in the fun featuring:
:
pancakes , warm syrups,
and assorted toppings.
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If you have not visited tlie
Colby Bakery make that yonr
next stop for some s„_ipt„©iuis
cookies , homemade bread , and
o_ rich chocolate hiownies.
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Located j ust behind the Dana Hall 1st f loor lounge
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CLASSIFIEDS/PERS ONALS
FOR SALE

SERVICES

9 piece living room set 1 couch, 1 OFFERED
loveseat, 1 chair, 2 end tables, 1 cofee
table, 2 lamps, 1 armchair. $700/set. Master Craftsman will build lofts,
Call Jon at 872-8700 days and 873-7358 bookshelves, tables, etc. at reasonable
rates.
eves.
Contact Joe McSwain at 453-9903.
1984Yamaha70OVirago.9,0QOm_ese-xc.
cond. always garaged.
Asking $1,100 or b/o. Call John 872HELP WANTED
8700 (days) 873-7350 (eves)
Assistant Steward (male/female) at
SERVICES
the Maine Yacht Club for 1990 Summer Season;last weekin May through
OFFERED
Will do typing and / or word process- Labor Day.
ing in my home. Reasonable 'rates, Must be 18 yearsor older. Possible
Contact Gloria Veiliux, 3 China Roacf, housing available. Please call (207)
Winslow ME or call 872-5031
< '*; 633-3325 or write:
Lee Gray
P.O. Box 672
Lonely? Need a date?
Meet that special someone today!
Boothbay Harbor, ME 14538
Call DATETIME (405) 366-6335

l^^B___B_WE^5_______fii_________^

HELP WANTED
Campus Reps Needed
Earn big commissions and free trips by
selling Nassau/ Paradise Island, Cancun, Mexico, Jamaica and Ski trips to
Vermont and Colorado.
For more information call toll free 180O-344-8360 or in CT 203-967-3330

t

Cruise Ship Jobs
Hiring Men-Women. Summer/Year
Round. Photographers, Tour Guides,
RecreationPersonnel.Excellentpaypl_
free travel. Caribbean, Hawaii, Bahamas, South Pacific, Mexico.
Call Now! Call Refundable.
1-206-736-0775 Ext.l059J
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Advertisin g Policy
Personal ads cost $1 each j
for 30 words or less. Only
first names or initials may
be used. All submssions
must include an accurate
name, address and phone
number for verification.
Classified ads cost $2.50
each for 30 words or less.
Each additional word is
$.07.
Personal and classified
ads must be submitted
with payment to the Echo
office in the basement of
Robert 'sUnion by Monday
for publication that Thursday
!
The Echo business hours
are Monday - Friday from
1p.m. until 4p.m..
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Classic designer clothing
for men and women,
at savings of 30% -50%

T.CREW

J FACTORY STORE
10 Bow St. ? Freeport,- Maine ? (207) 865-3180
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I MEN'S CASUAL WEAR

129 Main Street
Watervi lle, ME 04901
(207) 873-6681

October Super Deal

1st Item Full Pri ce
2nd Item 1/2 Pri ce
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Can the White lufes <w$rm&&the Pdrphs Cows?
Oaii the radio liroactea&i of l^db Blai&ty a&d Al
BeAngMa _J1 (the void left % the &ring of their
spiritual mentcbLarry "Babi Lama" Boeca?
For the Aftsweb to the $ue0&*»8 m mil as Colby
fcotbal playhyi piay, tee m WMHB $01*T?M this
Saturday at l$0 p,m, for the €0% k& Williams
football g&ia& I
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207-872-3456

COLBY COLLEGE. ROBERT'S UNION
WATERVI LLE, MAINE 04901
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Located in The Concourse Shopping Center

photo by Robyn Claser
Junior Pat Reed (#3) and sophomore teammateBrian Wiercinskihad reason to celebrateafter last Saturday 's 1-0
homecoming victory over Connecticut College. The White Mule hooters ride a four game win streak into this
Saturday 's away game versus arch-rival Bowdoin.
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Mules S^ek- Second
Win At Williams
STAFF WRITER
By Steven>Grrabe*r
Wfth ihe likes of Len. Bake*
leading Colby's defensive Hne,
Williams has reason to "be cart"
cemed. The purple and gold
Ephsmen will have to cowrerttrate- o_ stopping- a White Mule
defensiveunit thai; is coming off
a very good week.
WhepColby traVelsto^eston
Field,in, Williamstown, MA. this
•VvEefctJjfid, Len £aker fp & j&e
White Mtfledefease.will keelhe
Foster I o^rt^TOnbyrt^d^eiaeh
DicT^rteysteattJ,
?V
Leading ihe WfiHa*ms" offensive line to stoj? the Colbyde*

Baker

continued from page 20
would practice but not play
(excepthtan emergency),yet would
still be eligible for four more years
of play.
Baker did indeed seeno playing
timethatfirst year. "I hadn't played
in a real game since my senior year
in high school".
Not long after UMCs fall football was .over, spring football began. "Spring isbasically just hitting
each other"everyday,according to

rr
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me,"saysBaker.He was excited to
come to Colby, and worked hard
over the summer to get ready.
Baker feels that the biggest difference between . Division 1 and
Ifense willbejuaio-r olfef»$jVHgqard
Division III is size and speed. Even
_nd;?ewAllen (6-3, 225)~m& senso, he feels that "there are five or
ior capfcam/olfe-asivetackle Brian
six guys on the Colby team who
Stevens^ 225).They v»lltryto
could play Division 1ball."
protect halfbacksNeaf Chesleyand
Baker finds Colby to be very
Jon Hoston, and fullbacks Lars
running (for conditioning) oriented
Rent ,(6-$, 210) a»d John Perryin practice,"evenmore than UMO,"
man #-$, 212).
he says.
The Purple Cows will r_ and
Despite that, football is footp-assouSof abig, wellbalartcedatball,Division I or III. "The intensity
tack.William* has been knownto
level is the same," says Baker. So
run.the-"ss-adentbody "d^ht" and
are most of the defenses that he
has the size to run. thtottgh the
lines up in; only the names of the
middle.
f -<plays are different. In the Colby
The last meeting between
scheme, Baker seeshis share ofthe
Colby and Mian*, resulted in a
action.
21-0 Williamsvictoxy.HQ-peMly,
He has been a force at lineLen$alcfer *io4C^ta^ -t?p$<>tt^
backer.
Colby knows this. Just ask
^
steak and purpleburge-cst»b*m£
Coach Austin: "...he has made quite
back victoryaw-mber twcQ
an impact. He is a highly skilled
player."Williams College,who the
Baker. Although he was moved up White Mules will face this Saturto second string during the spring, day, knows this top..
Baker had 20 tackles against
Baker was frustrated. He needed a
break. 'It gets to a point where it's a Hamilton, a testament not only to
his ability, but to the good work
job," he said.
that
the defensive line is doing in
Knowing he was not pro-size
preventing
the offensive linemen
material, Baker began to consider
transferring. The summer follow- and backs from blocking Colby's
ing this first year at Orono, he spent linebackers.
Baker does not need much time
some time with his friend and foreither;
he runs a 4.6 in the 40.
mer Cranston East teammate Jim
Colby football has a lot to thank
Dionizio, a free safety at Colby.
"I wantedtotransfer but I wasn't Jim Dionizio for. Most especially
surewhere.Jim practicallyrecrtdted for Len Baker.? -

Scoreboard

FOOTBALL: 1-3
/
/
Oct. 7 Tufts 45
Colby 15
L—_ J/
y 39
Wesleyan 6 — ff
°ct u CoK)
21at
W__ams...l:30 p.m. -+***£ p *'' "
Next: Oct.
MEN'S SOCCER: 6-3-1
Oct. 3 Colby 3
^>
USM 1
h

ct7 Colby 4 Clark 0
_B*k W Oct. °
14 Colby 1 Conn College 0
j^J^ ^

Maine Maritime Acad. 0
Oct. 17 Colby 8
Next: Oct. 21 at Bowdoin...11a.m.
Oct. 25 at U Maine...2:30 p.m.
MEN'S CROSS COUNTRY:
Oct.14.. 2nd of 11 teams at NESCAC meet at Amherst (Bates 1st)
- Dave Donnelly 1.1th overall
»
j
*
__£—fi£-~
Next: Oct. 21 State Meet at Bowdoin...l2 p.m. !&~— ^
^^ -.. .
GOLF:
y^
Oct. 5. ^
9th of 19 teams at ECAC Qualifier at Middlebury
Next: Oct. 20 Colby Invitational
FIELD HOCKEY: 4-3
Oct. 6 Colby 2
Gordon 1
Oct. 14 Colby 1
Nichols 0
Next: Oct. 21 vs. New England College...lp.m.
Oct. 24 at Wesleyan...3 p.m.
WOMEN'S SOCCER: 6-2-3
Oct. 4 Bowdoin 2
Colby 1
Oct. 7 Colby 2 .Amherst 1 (OT) ,
Oct. 12 Colby 1
Bates 1 (OT)
Oct. 14 Clark
1 Colby 0 (OT)
of
21
Next: Oct. vs. Salem State...2 p.m.
-_ —5
-^
f&a^^cC^
^^~~^v W O MEN' S CRO SS COUNTRY:
^
/
Oct. 14...^..5th of 11 teams at NESCACS at Amhers t - Jill Vollweiler
3rd overall
Next: Oct. 21 MAIAW at Bowdoin
WOMEN' S TENNIS: 6-2
Oct. 13-14 1st of 4 teams in State Tournament at Colby
Oct. 17 at Bowdoin...3:30 p.m.,
Next: Oct. 20-21 New England's at Amherst

NOTABLES
Homecoming

Spox t

Sh orts

Football: The Colby White Mule football team broke out of
their threegame losing streak by trouncing the Weslyan Cardinals 396 in front of a raucous Homecoming crowd Saturday. Beautiful
weather conditions and solid offensive/defensive play allowed the
Mules to show the type of ball they havebeen expected to play all year.
* fullback Jon Bartlett '91 - 3 touchdowns, 72 yards rushing
* tailback Brian Cooley '90 - 143 yards rushing
* quarterback Chris White '90 - 89 yards rushing
* wide receiver Dan Teguis '91 -1 touchdown
* Jay Olson '90,juniors Chris Brown,Todd Verhoeven, sophomore
Len Baker- each had one interception
* Defense holds Hamilton to .43 net yards rushing
* Pete Sandblom '92 - kicks 4 PAT's,1field goal
Field Hockey:
Colby Field Hockey won 1-0 Saturday over Nichols College when
sophomore Adria Lowell tucked one past the goalkeeper. Therteam is
4-3 on the season and have five regular season games remaining.
Andrea Solomita leads the team in scoring with 3goals and one assist
for the year.
Men's Soccer:
The White Mule Men s Soccer team outdueled a quality Connecticut College squad 1-0 Saturday, as they brought home one of this
year's sweetest victories. The game winner was put in by sophomore
Doug Oppenheimer who has been consistently excellent throughout
the season. The Mules pushed their record to 6-3-1on the season with
an 8-0 spanking of Maine Maritime Tuesday.
Women's Soccer
Colby Women's Soccer lost another heartbreaker Saturday , their
sixth overtime game ofthe season,falling 1-0 to the ladies from Clark
University. Their record stands at 6-2-3and is still one of the best on
campus. They have three games left on the year before post-season
play begins.
Women's Cross Country:
Jill Vollweiler ranto third place last -weekend in the NESCAC meet
held at Amherst. The team finished fifth out cf an eleven-team field.
The teamhas four meets left and then tlie NCAA national championships Nov. 1.
Men's Cross Country:
The Colby Harriers kept with tradition last weekend in finishing
second at the NESCAC meet.Colbyhas not finished any lower than
third inthis race,in which 11teams compete,smcel983.BatesCollege,
one ofthe strongest teamsin New England, finished third. Although
no particular runner had a spectacular race, "it was a strong team
effort," said Coach Jim Wescott. He cited key performances by junior
Dave Donnelly, who finished 11th, and sophomore Greg Rideout,
who placed 25th. Other top -finishers for Colby include junior Marc
Gilbertson (12th) and senior Rich Cook (15th).
The team will travel to Bowdoin this weekend for the State Meet.
Women's Tennis:
Colby Women 's Tennishosted the MAIAW Tournament this past
weekend and for the second straight yearcaptured the State of Maine
title. In finishing first ofthe four teams present, these netsters captured
every individual title in both singles and doubles play.
They will next compete at the New England's, held at Amherst
College this coming weekend .Q

plwto by Fobyn Glaser
Freshman Maria , Kim in one of nix reasons why Colby
Women's Tennis has been devastations opponents all year.
See Devastator cf the We*k on page 19,

The Critical Point
COMMENTARY \
By Hal Paul

CQNTRIBtTriNG WIOTER
dub sports at Colby ar^e clouded in obscurity, rarely receiving the attention and, quite often , the supt big intercollegiate sports receive.
por
How many peopleeven know that Colby has both a Fencingand Cycling Club? How many have seen
the Woodsman's Club or Men's and Women's Rugby Clubs compete? Does anyone out there know that
the Water Polo Club,currently with a record of 3-0, is the ragning New England Division HI Club Champion andgearingup forthedefenseof its title later this month? Probablynot!TheMen'sand Women'sVolleyball Clubs,the Sailing Club,and the Rowing Club also field teams at Colby, There are Various reasons
why Colby's Club Sports ieams loom in the shadows.
Because some of these teamsare not able to compete on campus, fan interest cannot alwaysbe sufficiently corralled:by clubs,:Without seeing these teams on a regular basis, it is admittedly difficult to keep
up with the clubVprogressand support their efforts.
The Sailing Club is actually capable of holding a regatta at Great Pond in the Belgrades (the closest
availabiehomesite),however,Colby's 18-year-oldboats,purchased fromDartmouth,are "inadequate and
unsafe,"according to Sailing Club Presid ent Kate Brennan.
The Water Polo Club cannot hold competition at Colby because a manufacturing defect "has left them
without a set ofgoals. Would the Colby basketball team forego a home game in their scheduleif the basketball nets were defedive? One must question the school's senseof priorities.
Water Polo Captain Peter Sekulow admits "the team is embarrassed when talking to other water polo
teams because we are not capable of having competition at Colby." :
And,of the 10clubteams,five arewithout coaches. Sekulow,alongTvith other clubplayers and captains,
competes for the Water Poloteam and also coaches the team.A successful team must have a skilled set of
players as well -as a coach capable of devising strategy and molding different personalities into a single
focused machine.It seems unfair to ask one student to perform somany roles during a season.
Club Sports Coordinator Gerry McDowell says that having coaches for all teams "is somethingwe-c'
would like to see, but the pool of candidates narrows considerably when a coach must already haVe'S '^
'* ? - * -r"> < *
primary source of income and live in close proximity to the college."
Colby was able to fill the men's hockey-andlacrosse head coaching position and the women's hockey ^
coaching position easily enough. Of course,hockey and lacrosse are morepopular in Maine than a'sbort'f
like water polo and the chance of finding coaches for thesesportsis much greater. Still,club membersought : '
to have the same chance to succeed in their sports as their friends who play at the intercollegiate level.
This is not to say that intercollegiate teams are not important,in that they representthe schooland they
should not be* sacrificed for the sake of club teams.
However, this past weekend's Student's Guide to Adivities included the game times for the men's
soccer,women's field hockey;and thevarsity football games,but failed to include thetimearid place of the
men'sand women'srugby matchesagainstBates. TheThree-MileCross Country/TrackFun-Runreceived
more press than did rugby!
' Maybeit'stime Colby begins understandingclub teamscompetewith just as much intensity and desire
as the varsity sports. Watching a rugby rrMch~can .bejustas-much fun as w&tching a football game. Do not
h<
h
'
rf
letftWVhetitle "or "club"'fool you,
7
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An Ultimate
Colby Affair
Frisbee Team Seeks
Recognition And Club
Status
By John Robbins
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
EditorsNote: ContributingWriter
John Robbins is a memberof the Colby
College Ultimate Frisbee team.
Let the rumors be put to rest.
Colby Ultimate Frisbeeishere,and
it's here to stay.
The group of hooligans hurling strange flying objects, in the
shape of a cow pattie, every afternoon around 4 p.m.along the path
between Eustis and Arey, is actually 'the latest organized campus
sports team seeking club status.
'¦"•Tfte^maiSrity of the faces c are
new tc<Colby*with5only three senio'rs!3fid two-juniors representing'
the upperclasspersons: Tom ''the
spidaah" Reidy and Matt "the mad
dog" Curinga, have exemplified
abounding enthusiasm which
tears up the field every game:The
combined initiative of Jake "the
snake"Ulikeand John "the lurch"
RobbinsL organizing administrative efforts have helped turn this
motley crew into a cohesive team.
While the team has faced Ultimates at Bates, the Ultimate Affair
tourney at Amherst, and this past
Saturday at Brown University for
the sectionals tournament,the red
tape of achieving "club status"
remains ,in the gears of college
bureaucracy.
.<. !
At the Brown all-day tournament Sunday, the Col-bee team
faced Brown,M.I.T.b-team,M.I.T
a-team, and then B.U. After a 60mile road trip to Providence, R.I.,
a $110 fee for tournament partici-

&

pation plus a $270 speedingticket,
four and abalf hoursof cutting and
sprinting, the members ofthe ColBee,crazed with thespiritof athletics,returnedto campus at 9:30p.m.
Saturday, sore and tired, with a 13 record for the day.
While a 1-3 record may not be
that impressive on paper, it did not
seem to matter too much. Team
mentor Trevor "Inspector Gadget"
Braden said, "there is more to this
than winning. Sure it's nice to win
but we came here primarily so we
could play and have fun!" Returning from Woods Hole, shirking his
studies for Sea Semester, Trevor
provided inspiration to the ColBee attack.
While other teams yelled,
"Come on guys, where's the second cutter?,"theCol-Beeteamused
their ' athletic finesse, height and
all-out play to run tirdes around
their opponents.
"Once you start putting in too
much structure, too many X's and
Cs, you take the fun out of the
game," said team captain Robbins.
"You can be successful if you follow the basic concepts: making
hard effective cuts, spreading the
offense out, always seeing your
man and the frisbee on defense,not
forcing your pass, etc... These concepts stand universal to many organized sports which we've all
(team players) played before."
There is more to this team than
just going for the win. Ultimate
Frisbee has sparked a smile on
many young athletes. Col-Bee is
hoping that more people,both men
and women, will come down to
play. Just be ready to run, run, run
and have fun.Q
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This week's Devastator goes to the Colby Women's Tennis team,
who not only won the Maine State tennis championships for the
second consecutive year,but they did so by winning every single
title during the tournament. Congratulations go to head coach
Paula Aboud and her dazzling ladies on a truly devastating per*"
f ormance!
Lisa Black - "A" singles champion
Reena Chandra - "B" singles champion
Tricig O'Sullivan - "C" singles champion
Maria Kim. Lisa Black - "A" doubles champions

I

,
photo by John Poirier
Colby Crew i» one ofthe many clyb aporia that u striving for the recognition they deserve.
"

Twisty Gogolak. Maryann Hutchinson - "B" doubles champion s
Reena.Chandra. Tricia CSullivan - "C" doubles champions
( iftv^
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J ill Vollweiler, Senior All-Americanrunner and Colby standout.

„

photo by Jon Thompson

Vollweiler Leads Pack

winner**. She is also proving that She has taken her academics very
¦women's athletics is, without ques^ seriously,too, and emphasizes that
there is more to her than just runBy Randy Yarlas
tion, on the rise at Colby.
ning. "I don't consider myself just
Before
coming
to
Mayflower
STAFF WRITER
Hill, Vollweiller was approached an athelete. I'm a student and an
Ever since she hit tlie Colby by many Division I schools follow- athelete,and I liketo do other things
campus three years ago, Jill Voll- ing All-Americanrunningperfbrm- as well," she adds.
With a full-time schedule conweiler has been a running sensa- ances in high school, but chose
sisting
of running and academics,
Colby for its good reputation as a
tion.
how much time does that leave?
A repeat All-American in small liberal arts college.
"I wanted to go to a good aca- "Enough time to be with my friends
women's cross country and track,
she has certainly proven that small demic school and yet still be recog- or attend a lecture or two,"she says.
There is no doubt that running
schools can indeed produce big nized as an individual," she says.

is her first love. Her running career
at Colby lias not been the easiest,
however. She claims that considering to transfer to another school in
her first year put some tension on
the relationship between her and
Coach Debbie Aitken. But time has
a way of healing things, and Vollweiler admits now that their relationship "is as good as it's ever
been."
When she was not nominated to
be a captain for this year's team,
even though she was a captain last
year, Vollweiller admittedly
became very frustrated.
But Vollweiller does not need
thetitle "captain"to provethat she's
a team leader. Her performance
speaks for itself, and provides a
great role model for young members of the team.
"I watch the way she runs and I
want to copy exactly what she
does," says first year student and
team member Michelle Parady.
"And she always has something
positive to say about other members of the team. She's one of the
only runners that wait at the finish
line and cheer the rest of the team
on."
Onething that she has learned is
to keep her running in moderation.
"I don't take failure so seriously
anymore.I have learned to win and
to lose graciously."
Moderating her level of play did

not come naturally to Vollweiller,
whose intense running career officially began in high school, but can
be traced as far back as her sixth
grade year at the Hackley School in
New York, where she was recognized for her running ability. Even
then she waswinning,finishing first
among women in the PepsiCo five
kilometer race in New York.
During her high school years,
she was forced to run cross country
with the boys' team because no
women's team existed. Before long,
Vollweiller was winning the allmale races and quickly making a
name for herself. In her sophomore
year, a new coach was instrumental
to her running career and supportiveof Vpllweiler'simmediategoals'
to f orma women's team.That year,
she and four other friends made it
happen.
By her senior year in high school,
Vollweiller had become a dominant
figureinthe sport and wasrewarded
for her efforts by being named to
All-American status. History has
repeated itself.
Over the weekend, Vollweiler
competed in cross country's NES->
CAC championship, and finished
in third place. She isn't concerned.
She is only concentrating on her
next race. Even coach Aitkinadmits
that there is still the best of Jill Vollweiler to come_)

Goodbye UMO, Hello Colby(See You Sooii Williams)

Baker Fi nds A New Home On Mayflower Hill
By Steven Graber
STAFF WRITER

When the smoke had cleared,
the line read: 10 tackles (two unassisted, one for a loss), one fumble
recovered,one pass intercepted, and
one sack. All in a days work for
number .57, Colby sophomore Len
Baker, in Saturday's football 39-6
win over Wesleyan.
This story goes further back than
just last weekend's game. It travels
from Rhode Island to Orono to
Waterville, And betteryet,thisstory
is just the beginning.
"Division I football is everyday
football," says the 6-foot, 205 lb.
linebacker. He should know. Recruited out of Cranston East High
School in Cranston, Rhode Island,
Baker was granted a full scholarship by the Division I University of
Maine at Orono Blackbears squad.
After capping a great senior year
at linebacker - he helped his Rhode
Island high school team to the state
championship in 1988 - Baker received offers from various schools,
including a full ride to the Univer- .
sity of Rhode Island. He eventually
settled on Maine, however, to the
disappointment of several schools including Colby.
"We had hoped to get him out of
high school,"says Colby head coach
Tom Austin.
Upon arrivi ng a t UMO, Baker
began double sessions with the rest
of the football team, He was red' , ,,
shirted his first year, m eaning h e
With hits like this one aga inst Weslyan last week,Sophomore linebnher Baker continued to be the brightest spot on the Colby defense,
continued on page 18
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